
 

 

New 	ority Book Club, your notes on articles of incorporation: 

Ilm,surprised their powers are not broader. 
Nicholas L. Addams gives his address as 2121 P St., NW,#506. I dont 

number*  but I'm pretty sure that was Caddy's address at the time the WGe-sto 
I mean home address. Easy walking ditance to any of his known offices, too. 

Perhaps he also is gee 
Would you consider it unuvls1 that the 1972 annual report was not filed 

when it was prepared 7/6, the indictments were h€ dad down 9/15 and the anti 
dissolution were prepared about the time of aline 

Caddy—Gall law firm 
The issue of the list of the bar is not given. I presume it is current. 

remember that John had died. I an sure this is the same firm. Lane was his a 
connsel for the period boginnini; the year after I knew him as NAM counsel. 
DC counsel they then hired. He rapped the LAN when we investigated them, an 
for those days (1937). 

Is it possible for Caddy to have said less about hiLself9  
With vunaway also an associate of this firm. it is apilarent that the "n 

cowaction iu not with a single lawyer. 3ec„.11.:e Caddy did share Hunt's Mull 
it would be a good idea to Go back for several years. to 1969 anyway, to see 
was with thin firm. If he wad through all that period, or rather from mid-1 • 
"toien desk apace was exceptional. 

The at of District of Columbia Lawyers has symbols that are foreign t 
fiam;spreoun(. you noted, after Caddy we have an interestint: thing: he is lir, 
names and with two connections. AS Douglas with the Gall firm. As Michael D 
dorp. (Hecombor, the story is that he rapped ',en Foods when he was at "Wien 
info is that Cleaves Ilerbert, pen Foods sr. v.p., also was there.) 
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